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FOSTER. R. E. AND B. E. PETERSON. 7he inferior olivary complex oJ" guinea pig: ('toarchitecture and cellhdar
, ,PAIN RES BULL 17(6) 785-800, 1986.-The inferior olivary complex (I.O.C.) of the guinea pig can be
divided into three primary subdivisions: the principal olive (PO). the medial accessory olive (MAO). and the dorsal
accessory olive (DAO). In Nissl-stained preparations, the PO possessed darker staining cells than did the MAO and DAO

* and was the most densely populated with cells. All neuronal somata in the I.O.C. were oblique-spheroid in profile (mean
size: coronal= 18.3 jm. parasagittal= 15.8 gzm). Based on Golgi impregnations, it was apparent that inferior olive cells were
of two unique radiate-cell types (I and II). Type I neurons had relatively diffuse, sparsely branched dendritic arbors.
whereas type II cells had dendrites which were highly branched and massed about the cell body, at times creating complex
spirals. Type I1 cells were further categorized into types Ila and lib based on geometric variations of the type It dendritic
arbors. Indices of branching and tortuosity, together with estimates of dendritic arbor volume, were quite helpful in
distinguishing cell types. The cell types were differentially distributed across the subdivisions with type I neurons being
encountered in the MAO while type 11 cells were found in all three subdivisions. Within the neuropil of the I.O.C., three
different afferent axonal arbors were identified, as was the presence of dendrites from surrounding reticular formation cells.
Neuronal aggregates creating a possible electrical syncytium within the !.O.C. are consistent with the dendroarchitectonics
of the cells.

Guinea pig Inferior olive Golgi stain Stereotaxic atlas HRP injection Cytoarchitecture
Dendrites Morphometry Neuronal form Typologic conservatism

RECENT intracellular electrophysiological studies of guinea diversity of 1.0. cell types described by Ram6n y Cajal 1351
pig inferior olive (1.0.) neurons have revealed the distinct and the Scheibels [41] for several mammals were represented
and characteristic cellular property of an oscillating mem- in the guinea pig. The data demonstrating Lucifer yellow
brane potential [4. 23, 271. The oscillatory phenomenon ap- dye-coupling [471 between 1.0. cells might have been pre-
peared in a sampling of neurons from all of the subdivisions dicted based on the demonstrations of gap junctions in the

* of the inferior olivary complex (l.O.C.) [41, and it was shown I.O.C. [4, 17, 19, 40, 46]. In addition, a neuronal aggregate
that the oscillations could be altered by afferents coursing organization of the type illustrated in the Scheibel's Golgi
into the I.O.C. from its dorsal aspect [41. In addition, mor- analyses (Figs. 14 and 15 in [41]) was supported by the label-
phological information derived from injections of the ing of multiple cells from the Lucifer yellow injection into
fluorescent dye Lucifer yellow revealed that aggregates of only one 1.0. neuron [41. The early Golgi analyses also rv-
inferior olive neurons are dye-coupled, presumably through vealed at least two types of afferent axonal arbors in the
gap junctions between dendrites, and that at least two dis- I.O.C. of mouse, cat and monkey [35, 41, 42]. Therefore.
tinct cell types exhibited the oscillatory behavior [4]. with the electrophysiological studies and previous Golgi

0While the inferior olivary complex in several species of analyses in mind, a conventional neuroanatornical stiid) of
mammal has been the object of anatomical analyses (e.g.. [6, the cytoarchitecture and cellular morphology of the guinea
7. 17. 19, 20, 35, 41, 421), little is known about the inferior pig inferior olive was undertaken as an antecedent to further
olive of the guinea pig. Our Lucifer yellow labeling of 1.0. electrophysiological studies. This report presents data rele-
neurons in brain slices maintained in vitro suggested that the vant to several questions concerning the guinea pig I.O.C.:

'The opinions or assertions contained herein are the private views of the authors and are not to be construed as Official or as reflecting the
view% of the U.S. Army or the Department of Defense. In conducting the research described in this report. the investigators adhered to the"Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals" of the Institute of Laboratory Animal Resources, National Research Council.

Request% for reprints should he addressed to Commander, U.S. Army Medical Research Institute of Chemical Defense Ayttn. SGRT) -UV-
YC/Dr. Robert Foster. Aberdeen Proving Ground. MD " ' "-5425.
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786 FOSTER AND PETLRSON

(1) What is the cytoarchitecture of the inferior olive in olive. The mother was anesthetized with sodium pentobarbi-
stereotaxic coordinates'? (2) Based on dendritic morphology, tal (40 mg/kg, IP) and the fetuses were removed. The fetal
what are the cell types of the inferior olive and what is their brains were removed and cut into 3 mm thick slabs, and
distribution'? (3) What are the general and statistical charac- subsequently placed in the rapid Golgi mordant [321. Further
teristics of the dendritic trees? and (4) What axon types are processing of the brains was according to the procedures of
represented in the inferior olive'? Morest [32].

lontophoretic injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP:
METHOD Sigma Type IV) into 1.0. neurons were carried out in tissue

slices maintained in vitro [4] in order to correlate dendritic
(vtoarchite'tt(Irc and Stercotaxic Atlas morphology with electrophysiological characteristics of in-

The brains of 8 guinea pigs. (tvia porci' (Hartley ferior olive cells. HRP (1017 in Tris buffer. pH 7.6) was in-
sthrain) ing 300f4 guineapi. wereusPriorto Htey jected intracellularly via glass capillary micropipettes (W-Pstrain) weighing 300-400 g. were used. Prior to the Instruments. TWF-120). Injections were made in only those
stereotaxic insertion of coordinate reference pins into a i .0. neurons that demonstrated the characteristic oscillatory
Sbrain, an animal was anesthetized with sodium pentobarbital behavior and that had an initial resting membrane potential
(40 mg/kg IP) and perfused transcardially with 200 ml of of -45 mV or lower. Successful injections were made by
Ringer's soution followed by 1000 ml of formaldehyde (1a applying hyperpolarizing pulses (500 msec duration. I Hz) to

raded in 0. M phosphate buffer. pH 7.3). The head the micropipette for at least 2 min. After the injection the
was positioned in a stereotaxic instrument (Kopf 1700) such tissue slice was kept in the chamber at least 30 minutes prior
that the cranial sutures lambda and bregma were coplanar in to its removal and fixation in 1% neutral-buffered for-
the horizontal plane. This procedure set the incisor bar at maldehyde. Conventional HRP histochemistry was carried
-12.0 mm referenced to the interaural line. Following the out using DAB (diaminobenzidene tetrahydrochloride) as the
placement of coordinate-reference pins, the brain was re- chromagen. The brain slices with injected neurons were then*moved, frozen on powdered dry ice, and mounted for sec- dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in xylene, mounted on glass

tioning at 20 Am in a Slee type HS cryostat. Sections were microscope slides and coverslipped under Permount.

thaw mounted on subbed glass microscope slides, air dried

and stored at room temperature in slide boxes. Sections to be
used for cytoarchitectonic analyses were stained for Nissl Data Analyses
substance with cresyl violet by conventional procedures,deyrtdinehnl cerdi yln.adcoesipd Standard two-dimensional analyses of dendritic and
dehydrated in ethanol, cleared in xylene, and coverslipped axonal architecture of 1.0. neurons were carried out by mi-
under Permount. Inferior olive cytoarchitectural features croscopic examination and camera lucida drawings. Zeiss oilwere traced onto drawings of serial sections (100 Am inter- immersion optics were used exclusively. Only those neurons
vals at least) and referenced to stereotaxic coordinates by with the characteristics of complete impregnation, little over-
plotting the position of the reference pin artifacts on the lap with other stained cells, and few sectioned dendrites
drawings. were chosen for further analyses. In these cases, each den-

Measurement of soma dimensions (see the Data Analyses drite was drawn separately under camera lucida and a com-
section below) in the three major subdivisions of the inferior posite drawing of all dendrites was constructed. Using theolive utilized 2 brains which were not fixed prior to freezing. composite drawing as an orientation map, the linear dimen-
The fresh brains were removed from the calvarium following sions of the cell's dendritic tree were then digitized into a
deep anesthesia and decapitation with guillotine. The brains Cartesian coordinate database [16, 51, 55-581 with a cen-
were glued to a cryostat chunk and frozen in powdered dry trifugal ordering of dendritic segments [15,49]. The digitiza-
ice. Sectioning, slide mounting and Nissl staining procedures tion was carried out with a Zeiss Universal microscope (100x
were as outlined above. Neofluor. NA 1.0. oil immersion objective; 0.5 Am X-Y

(,,li Stain, HRP Iniectio stepping stage, 0. 1 Am stepping Z-axis) driven by a Zeiss
, •R IZonax controller which was slaved to host minicomputer.

Fifteen brains, stained by a modification 1I1 of the del Dendritic tree structure analyses were carried out using
Rio-Hortega Golgi procedure for aldehyde-fixed tissue, were the database representation of the complete three-

, examined to assess the dendritic morphology of inferior olive dimensional dendritic arbors. These analyses included the
neurons. After the staining period (3 days in mordant. 3 days following: (1) stick-figure representation of the dendritic tree
in silver nitrate). 150-250 Am sections were taken from the 3 in any plane of section (Fig. 4), (2) Sholl diagrams [441, (3)
mm thick tissue slabs either by tissue chopping or by vi- trumpet and polar histogram analyses 116]. (4) principal
bratome. Thc sections were collected in fresh phosphate buf- component analysis [57], (5) the topological descriptor called
fer. dehydrated in ethanols, cleared in a-terpineol, rinsed in branching index (B.I. = No. of dendritic end points + No. of
xylene. mounted, and coverslipped. Cytoarchitectonic Ist order dendrites: increasing B.I. values indicated that

0 _analysis of the position of impregnated cells was performed more dendrites of the cell had higher branch orders), (6)
'17 ,slected sectiuns after the cells had been analyzed for geometrical parameters such as indices of flatness (I.F.) and

their three-dimensional tree structure properties. These sec- axialization (I.A.) 1571 and an index of tortuosity (I.T. = total
tions were removed from the glass slide in 'i xylene bath, length of dendritic segments from the origin point on the cell
rehydrated through ethanols to water and processed for cre- body to the end point + length of a vector from dendrite
syl violet counterstaining according to the procedure of origin point on the soma to dendrite end: I.T.= I would be a
-jeisrt and Updyke 1141. The cresyl violet staining was car- straight line: a larger I.T. indicates that a longer dendrite
r ried out at 37'C for 30 minutes followed by conventional turns back and ends closer to its somatic origin point), and
dehydration and J;'"errl,-, ioi Mthanol-aepti, P-id (7) mztiical paramncl-is such &s length oi the longest den-

Rapid (olgi preparation,, from 10. 10-12 day prepartal drite, total dendritic length, mean dendritic length, and mean
guinea pigs were examined for axonal staining in the inferior length of a dendritic segment.

0.
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In addition, for each Golgi-impregnated cell analyzed in Rt:SULTS
detail, volume and surface area statistics were estimated for , ,a/, 0*
the deLdritic arbor alone and for the total cell (dendritic Oli arv (o loph'.r
arbor - cell body). In order to calculate these estimates.
three pieces of data were used: (1) the length of each segment The I.O.C. in the guinea pig extends for approximately 3
of each dendrite. (2) the diameter of each dendritic segment, mm along the ventral surface of the medulla oblongata from
and (3) the equivalent diameter of the cell body. The dendri- the level of the obex rostral to the level of the caudal pole of
t,,c ,egment lengths were derived from the digitized database the VIth cranial nerve nucleus. The I.O.C. is bounded ven-
of a cell's dendritic arbor The estimated diameter of each tromedially by the pyramidal tract and laterally, for 1.5 mm
dendritic segment was taken as the average of segment of its caudal extent, by the lateral reticular nucleus. The
,,idths measured at several intervals along the camera lucida neuropil of the brainstem reticular formation forms the dor-
drawing of each segment. The average width of a segment sal boundary of the I.O.C. The extent of the I.O.C. in
was then cross-checked by measurement with an ocular Kopf-stereotaxic coordinates and a parcellation of the I.O.C.
micrometer through high magnification microscopic exam- into the subdivisions proposed for the rat [17] are illustrated
ination of the cell. It should be noted that, except for the in Fig. I.
initial portions of the 1st order dendrite, dendritic taper was As in other rodents [6.17]. the I.O.C. of the guinea pig
negligible or beyond our analytical techniques. For this rea- could be separated into three primary subdivisions based on
son. all of the volume and area calculations reported have the cytoarchitectonic criteria of cell packing density (Table
assumed that dendritic segments were cylinders. Finally. the I). intensity of Nissl-stain. and the topology of cell group-
diameter of the cell body was estimated by the E.C.D. pro- ings. Cell size (Table I and see below) was not a useful
cedure (see below) utilizing the outline of the soma from the criterion for the cytoarchitectonic parcellation. The medial
camera lucida drawing of the cell. The soma was then as- accessory olive (MAO: solid in Fig. 1) begins as the most
sumed to be spherical and the area and volume calculated. caudal subdivision and extends through the complete

Analysis of distribution of soma dimensions across the caudal-rostral axis of the I.O.C. The MAO can be further
1.0. subdivisions was carried out by utilizing two estimation subdivided into five topological subgroups [6] (Fig. I; a. b. c.

S procedures for equivalent soma diameter. The major sub- f3. dc). The dorsal accessory olive (DAO: stippled in Fig. 1)
divisions of the inferior olive were identified in Nissl-stained. and principal olive (PO and vl: clear in Fig. 1) begin at least I
20 pm fresh frozen sections. and the outlines of 30 cells from mm rostral to the caudal pole of the I.O.C. The PO occupies
each subdivision and two planes of cut (i.e.. 60 cells per an intermediate position between the MAO and DAO and
subdivision: 180 cells total) were drawn at 1000x with cam- extends to within 0.5 mm of the rostral pole of the I.O.C. The
era lucida. The two criteria for cell selection were the pres- DAO. positioned lateral to the MAO and PO. extends to the
ence of a nucleus and a nucleolus. The diameter of each extreme rostral pole of the I.O.C.
selected cell was then estimated by two techniques. For the A unique feature of the I.O.C. in the guinea pig is the
first, outlines of each cell were digitized with a computer existence of a compact group of large isodendritic neurons,
assisted planimeter and the area was calculated. From the the periolivarv reticular nucleus (R, Fig. I top and bottom),
cell body area, an equivalent circle diameter (E.C.D.) was which is positioned ventral to the DAO and PO (A-P -3.28:
derived for each cell. For the second, the estimate of soma Fig. 1). This cell group extends for approximately 0.5 mm
diameter was derived by averaging the lengths of two ortho- near the middle of the rostral-caudal axis of the I.O.C. These
gonal lines which describe the subjective minimum and isodendritic [381 cells have the cytological characteristics of
maximum axes of the cell's cross sectional profile (Min-Max neurons in lateral reticular nucleus and, in fact, the cells may
). From each technique, standard mean statistics were represent a ventromedial extension of that nucleus. While

_ calculated for a total of eight sets of 1.0. cells (i.e., all 1.0. large isodendritic cells have been seen in the I.O.C. of other
cells in coronal plane: all 1.0. cells in parasagittal plane: and, mammals [7. 35. 411, the collection of these cells into a dis-
6 additional sets = 3 subdivisions x 2 planes of cut). The crete group has not been previously described. In addition to
population statistics for each set were then compared by the large neurons of the compact periolivary reticular nu-
standard statistical tests for mean differences. It is interest- cleus. scattered large isodendritic neurons were evident at

* ing to note that both estimation procedures yielded similar the ventral margins of the subdivisions, sometimes inter-
descriptive statistics, although the Min-Max D. technique posed in the hilar space between the DAO and PO (Fig. 6
had more purtilation variance, the result of which was in- bottom). These cells were similar in their cytological charac-
consistency in the 'between population' comparisons of teristics of staining and size to the cells in the periolivary
mean differences (Table 2). Because of this observation we reticular nucleus.

'-' chose the [.C D. procedure for cell diameter estimation in
"- the Golgi analyses.

)ur presentation of the anatomical characteristics of each Morpliolo.ial Characteristics ft/he 1.0. Neuronal Somiata

, t.'pe of 1.(0. neuron will reference Tables 2-4 which contain The cytological characteristics of the somata of Nissl-
many numeric parameters of the six cells that were chosen as stained neurons in the three subdivisions were similar in
representative of the cell types in the guinea pig I.O.C. terms of the distribution of Nissl substance. However. the
Ihcse parameters are presented for three purposes: (I) to cells of the PO were more darkly stained and more densely
illustrate those mcasurcments or indices that were or were packed (Table I) than those of the MAO and DAO, charac-
not useful in c-ll categorization within the I.O.C., (2) to teristics which were often used to delineate the cytoarchitec-
provide an initial database of cellular morphometry for tonic boundaries between the subdivisions at areas of con-

* anatomical :omparisons within the euinea nip brain and fluence. Unlike th, I.O.C. in oil ,'r mannials 45,411. no
- -, , ,Ics, and (3) to providc a catalog of th,.',c cellular laminar alignment of cell bodies was apparent in the sub-

% sfatistics,. which can be used to construct anatomical and/or divisions of the guinea pig 1.0. Throughout the I.O.C. the
physiological models 1341 of these interesting cells, cells were ovoid to round in shape with relatively uniform

-S.'
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Guinea Pig Inferior Olive in Stereotaxic Coordinates
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INFERIOR OLIVE OF GUINEA PIG 789

TABLE I
CELL SIZE. CELL PACKING DENSITY. ANt) I)ISTRIBU II0N OF Ct-I.L IYPES IN THE INFERIOR OLIVE

Mean Soma Diameter Mean Soma Diameter
E.C.D. from Area Min-Max 1). Packing Cell Type

l.(. (microns -,S.D., n=3t) (microns -S.D.. n=3t01 Density Distribution
Subdivision Coronal Parasagittal Coronal Parasagittal (cells 10()/mm )  la Ila lilb

MAt) 17.8 - 1.6 14.9 1 1.8- 16.9 ± 1 6 15.3 - 2.2* 16.8-30.5 ++ + NE +
range (14.8-20.8) (11.8-18.2) (14.6-19.3) (12.2-18.4)

DAO 18.4 - 1.6 16.0 2.1, 18.1 ± 1.5 14.8 - 1.8- 16.0-20.2 NE +
range 115.2-21.4) (12.2-21.6) (14.6-21.5) (11.7-17.9)

O P) f, - 1.6 16.4 _ 1.8
+  17.7 ± 1.6 16.4 _ 1.9 28.2-54.9 NE +++ ++

range ( 15.4-21.2) 1 13.8-20.0) (14.5-20.9) (12 1-20.5)

Ke : E.C.D.: equivalent circle diameter calculated from cell area measurement.
Min-Max D.: mean minimum-maximum diameter (min + max * 2).
NE: None encountered.

Relative density I + most dense).
S.D.: standard deviation
Bonferroni significance levels: *significantly different from coronal plane at p=0.05. pairwise t-test: significantly different from

coronal plane at p =0.00l. pairwise i-test.

distribution of Nissl substance in the cytoplasm and a large, Morphological (haracteristics ofthe Dendrites
centrally located nucleus. Typically, the nucleus contained a
single nucleolus which exhibited normal dense staining char- An initial examination of the dendrites from the Lucifer
acteristics. yellow-filled cells illustrated in the preceding report [4],

Visual examination under low magnification showed suggested that 1.0. neurons displayed two basic types of
neither size nor shape differences among the neurons within dendritic morphology, an unbranched simph, idiodendritic
the three subdivisions of the I.OC. In order to quantify this [37,38] type (type I) and a highly branched, sometimes
visual impression, a sampling of neurons from each subdivi- tightly-wound complex idiodendritic type (type 11). Our
ston was analyzed for an estimate of equivalent soma diame- analyses of Golgi-impregnated and HRP-filled 1.0. neurons
ter using two procedures. The results of these procedures are confirmed the presence of the two basic types, but indicated
presented in Table I. Interestingly, neurons from all three that the type I1 classification needed further division into
subdivisions cut in the parasagittal plane have a significantly type Ila and lIb categories; the type lib (Fig. 2, cell C)
smaller profile (mean= 15.8 Mm; range= 11.8-21.6 Mum) than cell being a transitional form between the relatively un-
those cut in the coronal plane (mean=18.3 gm; branched type I (Fig. 2, cell B) and the tightly wound type Ila
range= 14.8-2 1.4 pm). This suggests an oblique spheroid- (Fig. 2, cell E).

. shaped cell body with the long axis oriented in the coronal Visual classification of 1.0. neurons based on dendritic
plane. geometry led us to question whether a statistical description

In Golgi preparations, the oblong shape of the impreg- of the dendritic arbor could be utilized for a more objective
nated cell hodie'; confirmed the description from Nissl- classification of the cells. Six cells, spanning our subjective
staincd cells. The somata of some neurons exhibited thorny classification of the three cell types, were chosen for the
protuberances (Fig. 2. cell B). whereas other cells had relatively analysis and their dendritic trees were digitized for three-
smooth cell bodies (e.g.. Fig. 4). The existence of somatic dimensional reconstruction using a computer-assisted
appendages did not seem to be correlated with cell type or microscope. From the three-dimensional database for each
location. Finally. the somata of all 1.0. neurons gave rise to cell, stick figures of each were generated in the section
an axon hillock and at least 7 dendritic trunks. plane and the two other standard planes of cut (Fig. 5). In

addition, several statistics were derived from the da-

t'lACING P'A(iE

1-It 1. IP-Stereotaxic atlas of the interior olive in guinea pig in the coronal plane. All coordinates (in mm) are for a Kopf 1700 series
,tereotaxic instrument with the guinea pig adapter incisor bar set at - 12.0 mm. The anterior-posterior (A-P) coordinates are refert c'ed to the
interaural line (top value) and to the bregma skull suture (bottom value). The vertical coordinates (left of each section) are refer,- ed to the
intcraural line 0.0 mini. The three primary subdivisions of the 1.0. are indicated as follows: the medial accessory olive (.AO) and its
subdivisions (a. b. c. 13. dc) are in black: the dorsal accessory olive (DAO) is stippled: the principal olive (PO) and the ventrolateral extension
of the dorsal cell column tv are not shaded. The unique periolivary reticular nucleus (R) is located just lateral to the emergence of the
h,,poglossal nerve. Other structures illustrated include the pyramidal tract (Py), medial longitudinal fasciculus (FLM). nucleus ambiguus (A),
and the lateral renctlar nucleus 1(R). BOTTOM-Low power photomicrograph of a Nissl-stained section through the inferior olive at the
level of the "perolivary reticular nucleus.' This section is from the A-P coordinate of -3.28mm i(see Fig. I. topl. The arrow points to assembly
of large neurons called the pcrioliv:,ry reticular nucleus.

* '. - I " " ,,'- " "- 'I
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FIG. 2. Camera lucida drawings of Golgi-impregnated inferior olive neurons illus-
trating the three cell types. The three cells are labeled (B.C.E) according to their
position in Fig. 5. The type I neuron at upper left is clearly different from the type
Ila cell at lower left and the type lib cell at center right. The type llb neuron is
considered as transitional between types I and Ila based on statistical description
of its dendritic arbor.

tabase. including (I) dendritic length. area. and volume, TABLE 2
(2) indices of the axialization. flatness, branching, and tor- DESCRIPTIVE INDICES OF THE DENDRITIC ARBORS OF SIX

tuosity of the dendritic tree, and (3) a measure of volume I.O. NEURONS
(V.D.E.: volume of the dendritic extent) which defines the

, smallest box that just circumscribes the dendritic tree (calcu- Index of Tortuosity PCA Indices
- lated from the outside dimensions of the three 'principal Cell

planes' [571 of the cell). The stick figures of each cell in the Cell Type Max Min Mean B.I. l.A. I.F.
* three cardinal section planes are shown in Fig. 5, and the

statistics on the six representative cells are summarized in A 1 2.6 1.2 1.8 2.3 0.3 0.6
Tables 2. 3 and 4. The stick figures of Fig. 5 are organized B I 1.9 1.3 1.6 1.9 0.4 0.6
such that type I neurons are represented by cells A and B, C lib 3.7 1.6 2.4 2.9 0.2 0.5
type lib transitional neurons by cells C and D, and type Ila D lib 6.9 1.4 3.2 3.1 0.5 0.8
neurons by cells F and F. The statistics for these cells (Ta- E Ila 4.9 1.7 2.8 3.9 0.2 0.5
bles 2-4) show that dendritic length, area and volume (Table F Ia 24.8 1.3 7.5 3.4 0.2 0.3
3) as well as indices of axialization (I.A.: Table 2) and flat-
ness ( F.: Table 2) are much the same for all six cells (based B.1.= branching index (No. dendrite tips No. dendrites).
on the values of 1. A. and 1. F.. all the dendritic arbors can be PCA -principal component analysis.
described as ellipsoid). On the other hand, the index of tor- l.A. -index of axialization.
tuosity (IT.: Table 2) and the branching index (B. I.: Table 2) 1.F.= index of flatness.
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TABLE 3

SL MMARY STATIStICS FOR THE SIX 1.0. NEURONS OF FIG. 5

Mean
S.D. D.L. L.D. T.D.L. V.D.E. D.S.A. D.V. T.C.S.A. T.C.V.

e('ll tpe N. ). (im) (;1j ) (/Am) (JAm) (mm ) (,iM 
2

) (m ) (1A.M) (tm3

A I 7 16.1 218 374 3213 0.250 15.053 7332 15,867 9.516
B I 8 17.6 154 334 2106 0.014 11.241 5049 12,214 7.902
C lib 8 18.1 221 343 4209 0.013 18.165 6901 19.199 10.004
I) 111 8 20.2 204 285 3956 0.007 18,415 7748 19.696 22.562
.- Ila 8 19.7 136 212 3049 0.004 10.978 3726 13.196 7.727
F [la 8 19.4 265 526 5706 0.003 19,882 6473 21.063 10,294

N.D. =number of dendrites.
S.D. =soma diameter (equivalent circle).
Mean D.L. =mean dendritic length.
L. D. -length of longest dendrite.
T.D.L. =total dendritic length.
V.D.E. volume of the dendritic estent (v olume of a ho-. into which the dendritic arbor just fits. calculated from the principal planes).
D.S.A. =total dendritic surface area.
D.V =total dendritic volume.
T.C.S.A. =total cell surface area ID.S.A. - soma area).

SC.%. total cell volume D.V. _ soma volume).

together with the V.D.E. measure (Table 3) provide some Ila inferior olive cell. As illustrated by the cells in Figs. 2
discrimination between neurons such that the cell types (cell E). 4, 5E and F. the multibranching dendrites of type
begin to emerge. Thus. it is evident that these latter statistics Ila cells tend to mass about the soma creating a tumbleweed
provide numeric descriptors for the differing dendritic arbor appearance. The maximum tortuosity indices of greater than
geometries that were visually classified under microscopic 4.0 (Table 2) for these cells indicate the compactness and
examination. complexity of the dendritic domain. A tendency of dendrites

to form extensively curling patterns and twisting spirals is
hara'mtristii o Jpi)' I .V\i, -oi illustrated by the cell in Fig. 4. which may represent the

As represented by the neurons illustrated in Figs. 2 (cell extreme of this characterisic (compare the type Ila cell in
BFig. 4 to the type Ila cell of Fig. 2, cell E). A dendritic spiralB). 5A and B. the dendrites of type I cells characteristically (see the stereopair Fig. 4, bottom) appeared to be of appro-leave the cell and spread diffusely with a minimunm of hook- (setetropi.Fg4.btm)aerdtoeofap-
ing and turning ad sead thffusely soma Thinl of endc priate size to be encircling the soma of nearby neuron. Closeing and turning back toward the soma. This lack of dendritic examination of Fig. 4, bottom will show at least 5 spirals,tortuoSity is confirmed by a low mean index of tortuosity suggestive of possible contacts with 5 cells (see discussion of
(I.T.) ofapproximately 1.8(Table 3)forcells Aand Bandthe i.O.C. neuronal aggregates). The type Ila cell typically ex-
restricted range of the I.T. for each dendrite (Table 4). The hibited a higher branching index than did a type I cell, in
dendrites also did not exhibit branching beyond the third these cases a B.I. greater than 3.0 (Table 2). The compact
order, and third order branches were rare. as indicated by a geometry created by the combination of high branching and
B.I. around 2.0. Interestingly, several dendrites of cells A gotry ce byth combina o high bragad., tortuosity indices was confirmed by a low V.D.E. measure.
and B extended beyond 100 jim from the cell body without 0.003 and 0.004 mm" (V.D.E.. Table 3). As with type I
branching. while others branch within 25 Am of the cell~neurons, however, spines and other small appendages ap-
body. The unbranched dendrites contained spines and other peared to varying degrees on both the dendrites and the cell
appendages, and so the possibility of their being axons was body. Also. moniliform threads were occasionally visible at
ruled out. This feature of Aeveral relatively long. unbranched the tips of complete dendrites. Finally it appeared in each
dendrites was a clear characteristic of the type I neuron. In, addition to it low I.T. and B.I.. the dendritic field of this type Ila cell that at least one dendrite coursed away from theadiintalsT ndBl.teedii iedo hs cell body without branching (Table 4).
neuron type occupies a greater dimensional space (V.D.E.. Found in all subdivisions of the .0.. some neurons re-

-0 Table 2) than do the type It cells. Spines were evident on semble in the geometric complexity of their dendritic trees a
"% both the primary and secondary dendritic branches of this

-",,nirtype Ila cell but also possess the broader dendritic domain
V Th,, neiron type, as were ocaisional "mpndages thrais 411. characteristic of type I cells. Thus, based on the complexity_, '[he la tter are long thin spinois appendages that, in electron of their local ramifications we classify this type of neuron in

micrographs. are packed %kith microtubules (Foster. unpub- the type II category. but as a type lib cell (Fig. 2. cell C: Fig. 3:
lished observations). and Fig. 5C and D). Indeed, it is apparent that the type lib

S( horaotcriotio ,'f Itl II \'uo',, neuron represents a transition between those of type I and
type Ila cells. With an intermediate branching indices. 2.9

Successful Golgi-impregnations frequently exhibited and 3.1 in these examples, these cells exhibit branching pat-
seemingly impenetrable. dense tangles of impregnated cells terns intermediate between the other types. In addition, an
%kith the uniquely elaborate dendritic ramifications of a type intermediate (2.4 and 3.2 in the examples) mean I.T. and
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TABLE 4

DENDRI I( LENGTH, 1)IAMFTFR AN D IORILt)SII Y I-OR I HF NFURONS 01 I(i. 5

Length it.m) of Dendrites by Branch Order

Branch

Dia. T. 1. S.A.
Dendrite No. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 1Itm) (gm) (Pm:

(ell A
1.1. I's 1.6 2.6 1.2 1.7 2.2 1.7 - -

Ist Order 9.2 9.5 3.9 85.2 300.0 17.3 14.6 2.8 439.8 3177.7

2nd Order 412.) 320.9 209.4 * * 391.7 275.8 1.8 1609.7 9102.9
3rd Order * * 326.1 * * 165.3 429.5 0.8 920.9 2314.6
4th Order * * * * * 243.0 * 0.6 243.0 458. 1
I. 1- (m) 421.2 330.4 539.4 85.2 3(.0 817.3 719.9 3213.4*

S.A. ,im 2396.7 1883.4 2031.8 615.4 2168.0 3213.5 2744.5 15053.3+

Cell B
I.T. I. 1.3 1.3 1.6 1.3 1.9 1.9 1.6 - - -

I st Order 259.2 189.8 20.5 23.8 115.3 163.3 16.5 20.0 2.2 808.4 5587.5
2nd Order * * 30.1 97.7 * * 179.9 67.2 1.6 374.9 1884.5

3rd Order * * 3(5.3 * * * 361.3 256.3 1.3 922.9 3769.3

F 1L. (Am) 259.2 189.8 355.9 121.5 115.3 163.3 557.7 343.5 2106.2*
S.A. (p m) 1791.5 1311.8 1539.9 65s.6 796.9 1128.7 2494.0 1521.2 11241.3-

Cell c
.T. 2.7 2.2 2.2 1.6 2.6 3.7 2.1 2.4 - - -

I ,t Order 12.9 36.1 12.4 74.9 32.5 9.4 11.2 8.0 2.7 197.2 1672.8

2nd Order 356.2 263.3 189.6 * 398.7 442.9 60.9 56.5 1.7 1768.2 9443.5

3rd Order * 177.9 3',2.8 * 110.9 * 836.1 725.9 1.0 2243.7 7049.1
,, .l.. I/ArI 369.1 477.3 594.7 74.0 542.2 452.3 908.3 790.4 4209.1"

S.A. 1pm) 2011.4 2271.0 2351.3 635.1 2753.9 2444.9 3(147.4 2650.3 18165.4
+

(ell I)
1.1. 3.7 3.3 2.9 1.4 1.9 2.7 6.9 2.6 - - -

I,,t Order 12.6 35.3 38.7 10.7 137.5 78.5 103.2 12.2 2.6 428.7 3501.8
2nd Order 67.1 357.6 324.6 227.6 73.5 * 283.7 41.9 1.8 1376.1 7782.0

3rd Order 764.9 * 40.9 343.1 * * * 355.6 1.2 1504.5 5672.2
4th Order * * * * * * * 255.5 0.9 255.5 722.5
5th ()rder * * * * * * * 63.3 0.6 63.1 119.3
6th Order * * * * * * * 327.4 0.6 327.4 617.2

S.1.. (Am) 844.6 392.9 404.2 581.4 211.0 78.5 386.9 1056.0 3955.6*
S.A. IJAM) 3366.2 2310.6 2305.9 2668.1 1538.8 641.2 2447.4 3136.7 18414.9+

' (ell I-
II. 4.9 2.7 3.6 2.4 2.9 1.7 2.0 1.8 - - -

I't Order 12.2 4.3 35.6 22.4 19.1 17.6 8.2 133.5 2.3 252.9 1827.4
2nd Order 136.4 38.9 63.6 136.6 117.1 131.5 86.6 * 1.6 710.7 3572.5
"rd Order 140.2 158.9 387.9 110.3 231.7 132.2 149.5 * 1.0 1310.7 4117.8
4th Order * 467.3 * 166.6 51.3 * 189.3 * 0.6 874.5 1459.9

F.1.. I p m) 288 8 669.4 487.1 435.9 419.2 281.3 433.6 133.5 3048.8*
S A. (Agm1 1214.3 1606.7 1795.6 1509.1 1551.3 1203.5 1132.6 964.7 10977.7'

•('elI 1:

IT. 3.9 3.4 5.2 9.1 1.3 24.8 5.2 6.8 - - -

1--f Order 6.4 17.8 22.1 22.1 67.6 2(0.9 34.0 34.5 2.6 225.4 1841.2
2nd Order 192.1 214.1 431.9 181.6 * 159.6 572.6 226.5 1.5 1978 4 9323.2
3rd Order 214.8 675.8 227.8 403.2 * 242.5 * 480.7 0.9 2244.8 6347.2
4th ()rder 323.6 * * 477.3 * 456.3 * * 0.6 1257.2 2369.8

T.I.. (im) 736.9 907.7 681.8 1084.2 67.6 879.3 606.6 741.7 5705.8*
S.A. (1gm) 2174.9 3065.2 2860.0 3076.1 552.2 2468.7 2976.1 27(08.4 19881.6t

I.. Total length: S.A. -Surface area: I.T. Index of tortuosity: *=Total dendritic length: +-Total dendritic surface area.

i.
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subdivisions were transcribed onto the plots of the cells by
50p,, type. Taible I Su~mmarizes the results of this Survey and

demonstrates that there is a parcellation of cell types into the
1.0. subdivisions. Thus, the Type I neurons (e.g., Fig. 2. cell
B: Fig, 5A and B) were only found in the MAO whereas the
type Ila neuron (Fig. 2. cell E: Fig. 4: and Figs. 5E and

'F) was only encountered in PO and DAO. The transitional
type Ilb cell (Fig. 2. cell C Fig. 3: Figs. SC and Dl was seen in
all three subdivisions.

Other An,mi l( o ('heoacte'ri.xto A o/ l/i" 1.0. C.

1.0. detndrilic.lh'il. obey s-tioarchitci tri hbowidaric.N. A
consistent characteristic of the dendritic field of all 1.0. cells
studied was that no dendrite left the confines of the I.O.C.. a
finding consistent with the observations in other mammals
135.411. Those neurons positioned at the edge of a subdi-
vision would, of course, be especially affected by this re-
striction. Thus. a dendrite would turn back into the I.O.C.
upon encountering the boundary between the I.O.C. and sur-
rounding tissue such that this restriction on the dendritic
domain of a cell resulted in neurons with peculiar dendritic

us. arbors. Neurons on the edge of a subdivision were often seen
with dendrites on only one side of the cell or with dendrites
still surrounding the soma but forming an asymmetrical field.

[ •or. especially with type I neurons, with the distal dendritic
branches turned back at the nuclear boundary. We have not
illustrated these variations of dendritic field in the typical
cells illustrated in Fig. 5 for the sake of simple description.

I (, (Irera lacida draw&ing ti an HR'-filled. type lib inlerior Suffice it to say that both the type I and type II neurons
Ahic ncuron This cell Aas from a 5(' Pim thick brain slice cut in the described above can still be recognized regardless of the
hori/ontal plane and Aas labeled A ith HRP during an intracellular position of the cell within the cross-sectional dimensions of
recording experiment. Ihe memhrane potential of this cell displayed the 1.0. subdivision in which it resides.
the characteristic ocillator,, behavior described previously. The I~a*A of recorrnt collaterals in the I.0.C. For manythrcc-di~m'qInm Aco'tuto Olt" thi, w-eel i,,ac l ihow thn Fig. For manhrec-dim~riional reconstrUCtion oft his cell is shown in Hig. 51). years the issue of the existence of recurrent collaterals from

1.0. axons has been addressed (e.g., [35,41]). In fortuitous
,%! Golgi-impregnations of adult l.O.C.s. some axons stained

and their pas',age from the nucleus could be observed. Fol-
. intermediate values of the I.T. for each dendrite (Table 4) lowing the course of these axons away from the cell body.

indicated a decreased tendency of these dendrites to twist, the axis cylinder appeared not to branch either within the
curl and swirl in comparison to the dendrites of type li 1.0. subdivision or in its course away from the nucleus. Most
cells. While the B.I. and I.T. of the cell in Fig. 2 (cell C) axons were observed to cross the midline just dorsal to the
suggested that it belonged to the type If category, the V.D.E. I.O.C. before assuming their rostral course toward the cere-
,.alue for the t.pe lib cell (Table 2. cell C) suggests that the bellum. These observations from the Golgi material con-
cell is of type I variety. Thus we could have placed cells with firmed the impression gained from the Lucifer yellow-filled
these mixed characteristics in a, separate category. Howevei. cells. Indeed Fig, 7B in a previous paper [4] illustr,,tes one
the cells have the geometric characteristics of a type Ila cell. such Lucifer yellow-labeled neuron and its axon, and the
and for this reason, we have called them type lib. As in the axon courses away from the i.O.C. without branching. Thus,
other 1.0. cell types. dendritic and somatic appendages (e.g., recurrent collaterals of the axis cylinders of 1.0. neurons
spines. knobs. moniliform threads) were present on most appeared not to be a prominent feature in the guinea pig.
ty pe lib cells. Finally. as in type Ila cells, at least one den- *ikpes Of aJferent axons in the 1.0.. From Golgi-
drite of the type lib neurons exhibited no secondary impregnations of prenatal guinea pig brainstems, we were
branching. able to discern the existence of three afferent axon types as

illustrated in Fig. 6. top. The largest axon was relatively

I),itrdiuo, ,, ( c// I \lfi ttithit, ti' 1.0.( smooth with conspicuous varicosities at what appeared to be
regular intervals. The other two axons were of smaller

Using the classification of dendrites into types I, Ila and calibre and exhibited two different terminal ramifications.
lib. 1, survey of Golgi-impregnated 1.0. neuros in sections One type gave off fine branches at regular intervals. each
,ounterstained for Nissl substance was undertaken. Sections branch ending in a small chaliced profile. The other small
from several brains cut in the coronal plane were used and axon type did not give off branches in its traiectory across
the neuron classification was Larried out before counterstain- the subdivision until it ended in a terminal bush-like ar-
ing. The position of each cell encountered was indicated with rangement. While our survey of afferent axons in the l.O.C.
a symbol for cell type on camera lucida drawings of the was not exhaustive, it was apparent that all three axon types
non-counterstained sections. Sections were then coun- encountered were present in each subdivision. An examina-
terstained and the cytoarchitectural boundaries of the 1.0. tion of the trajectory of the afferent axons indicated that they

• S
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W. Coronal Parasagittal Horizontal question of r the , un, of surrounding cell groups
might also obey the boundaries of the I.O.C. Not in-
frequently. the dendrites of isodendritic cells in the reticular

S. formation dorsal to the I.O.C. and dendrites of the large
isodendritic cells ventral to the I.O.C. were seen to penetrate

A an 1.0. subdivision and, in some cases, to course completely
A,. . :across the subdivision. Figure 6. bottom illustrates this phe-

nomenon with a camera lucida drawing of two neurons from
the scattered marginal isodendritic cells of the ventral I.O.C.
It was apparent that these cells, in this case positioned in the
hilus between the PO and DAO, send their dendrites into the

loopm fringes of an 1.0. subdivision. A question arises as to
whether the large cells bordering the I.O.C. are displaced
type 1 1.0. cells or type I cells are a subtype of the bordering

B. -. cells. Based on their soma sizes and dendrite arbors, the
~-. cells illustrated in Fig. 6. bottom and the type 1 1.0. cell

Sillustrated in Fig. 2 (cell B) are dissimilar in that the cells of
S"Fig. 6, bottom are isodendritic cells, whereas those of Fig. 2

are idiodendritic. Isodendritic neurons were never
S! "encountered within the confines of the subdivisions of the

•" ,., I.O.C.

Dt(',io"r"/tiu" fu"''DISCUSSION
( "ytoarc'hitectlure

The cytoarchitectonic characteristics of the inferior oi-
vary complex appear to be highly conserved across placental

.- " -•, . mammals. In both its medial-lateral and anterior-posterior
aspects, parcellation of the guinea pig inferior olive into me-

.- . dial accessory, dorsal accessory and principal subdivisions
concurred with the recent descriptions of the inferior olive in
other rodents [6.171, including the further partition of the

,, medial accessory olive into five topological areas. Whether
E , . -,our cytoarchitectonic subdivisions of the guinea pig inferior

olive has identified regions homologous to those in other
mammals 16-8, 171 awaits the study of the connectional attri-
butes of the subdivisions.

.: .Unlike the inferior olive proper of other mammals [411.
F large neurons were seldom encountered within the olivary

subdivisions of the guinea pig in either Nissl-stained or
Golgi-stained sections. Instead, similar large isodendritic

-l(I. Stick figure representation of the dendritic arbors of six 1.0 neurons either collect into a discrete area located ventrolat-
cell, representing the three dendroarchitectonic cell types. Type I eral to the nucleus about midway in its anterior-posterior
cells, are illustrated by A and B. type Ila cells by E and F. and type extent or appear scattered at the ventral margins of the sub-
lib cells b, C and D. The digitized three-dimensional attributes of divisions and into the hilar regions. In lieu of a les nescient
each cell aere used to reconstruct the dendritic tree in the three designation, we have named the discrete colleci..)n of this

* cardinal section planes. The original section plane of each cell is neuronal type the 'periolivary reticular nucleus' (R; Fig. 1).
indicated (*). All cells except D %kere Golgi-impregnated. Cell D was Whether this nucleus represents a special agglomeration of
an ItRP labelled cell. cells similar to the type scattered along the margins of the

nucleus in guinea pig and opossum [71 is unknown, as is their
relationship to the large isodendritic cells in the 1.0. of other

enter the I.O.C. from all directions. Any further analysis of mammals. In fact, the periolivary reticular nucleus in guinea
.. , afferent axonal type with regard to any preferred trajectory pig may simply be a ventromedial extension of the magnocel-

Vkas not possible with the material at hand. lular lateral reticular nucleus. A study of the connectional
I?.luti,,ns/iip ,'ll/u' 1.0.(. hi atuent eels in t' rntict- relationship between the periolivary reticular nucleus and

Pb /Ir frutioii. The apparent restriction of 1.0. dendritic the cerebellum or other structures should indicate whether
fields %,ithin the cytoarchitectonic boundaries of the I.O.C.. the cell group can be considered as part of the lateral reticu-

- resulting in a so-called 'closed nucleus' [281. leads to the lar nucleus, the inferior olive or as a unique structure.

=. , I M (IM(, I'A(it-

I (, 4 ( amci i liheida drawing Itop) and ,tick figure stereopair (bottom) of a type Ila inferior olive neuron. this Golgi-impregnated cell from a 2(x)
pr Ithick cotontl section displays multiple spiraling dendrites with each dendritic spiral about the size ofa cell body. The stereopair illustrates the
Loimplesit( ot this cell in the third dimension and indicates how so much dendrite can he packaged into a small \olume. rhiscell is recontructed in
three ,ection planes in Iig. 51'.

_
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a later classification scheme. Ramon-Moliner 1371 placed
1.0. cells in the idiodendritic (i.e., peculiar) category which

N alleviated the confusion arising from the 'radiate' classifica-
D tion of both 1.0. and reticular formation neurons. Thus. in

i00 , the guinea pig the large cells of the periolivary reticular nu-
MAO cleus and those cells at the margins of a subdivision would be

classified as 'radiate' but could be distinguished from the
*" '- -smaller 1.0. neurons by their 'isodendritic' pattern [37.381.

All of the neurons encountered within the guinea pig I.O.C.
belong in the idiodendritic category.

An examination of the existing literature has led us to the
7conclusion that inferior olive cell types, based on dendroar-

chitectonics, appear to be conserved (typologic conser-
vatism) across placental mammals. Thus. 1.0. cells from
mouse [35,41], rabbit [351, rat 1411, cat [35. 37. 411, dog 1411.
monkey [41], and human material 113. 22. 35. 41. 501
demonstrate the two basic types of cells. However. the
existence across all mammals of a transitional form between
the two extreme types cannot be deduced from the literature.
Also, whether all cell types across species have approx-

80 P imately eight dendrites and varying degrees of spines and
,0 w, protrusions both on the dendrites and the soma. as do the

2000 pm 1.0. .,ls in guinea pig. is not known. Thus, our supposition
that there is typologic conservatism is subjectively based on
the drawings and photomicrographs of 1.0. cells presented in

S. .the literature.
, -. "The foregoing interpretation of this study's data in com-

, parison to the extant data is not altogether congruent with
, the Scheibels' exposition [41]. They have suggested that 1.0.

dendroarchitectonics change systematically in an evolution-
ary trend. Their conclusion was based on comparisons be-
tween man, monkey and cat material with regard to the di-
ameter of dendritic arbors and concomitant cellular packing
densities. The primary idea was that a more compact dendri-
tic tree (e.g., man: Fig. 12 in [411) was correlated with a
lower packing density of cells and that this arrangement was
more evolutionarily advanced than a more diffuse dendritic
tree and higher packing densities. Their measurement of the
diameter of dendritic arbors was necessarily in two-
dimensional space and, when cubed, yields V.D.E. meas-
ures of 0.008. 0.003, and 0.001 mm:' for cat, monkey and man

FIG. 6. The 1.0. neuropil contains afferent axons and dendrites of respectively. Comparing these data with that derived from
surrounding isodendritic cells. TOP-Camera lucida drawing of the calculated dimensions of a cell'sthe alclatd diensonsof acel's principal planes*

_ -- rapid Golgi impregnated afferent axons in the MAO. The axons
illustrated were from three separate sections containing the MAO (V.D.E.. Table 2) accurately measured in three-dimensional
and are drawn in their respective location and orientation in the space. the range of the V.D.E. values from cat-monkey-man
composite. Three axonal types are apparent and are typical of those almost spans the range of V.D.E. measures in guinea pig.
encountered in each 1.0. subdivision. BOTTOM-Camera lucida Indeed. if we had taken the smallest dendritic diameter meas-
drawing of two isodendritic cells positioned in the hilus between the ure in two dimensional space from our data (i.e., smallest of
PO and DAO. These cells have much larger somata compared to three 'principal planes': range 100-500,om) and the smallest
1.0. cells and often their olivopetal dendrites penetrate an 1.0. sub- dendritic diameters reported by the Scheibels (approx-
division. Dendrites of the large neurons in the reticular formation imately 100 Mm. [411). there would be complete overlap be-
dorsal to the 1.0. (not shown) also penetrate the 1.0. neuropil. tween man, monkey, cat and guinea pig. Further evidence of
,,Scale bar-lower value is for the inset at tower right.) the overlap in V.D.E. values across mammals was provided

by the analysis of a single primate 1.0. neuron (Fig. 3F in
- Ihndroar hitelurc [571) which yielded a V.D.E. value of0.1()37 mm' (compare todvalues in Table 3: also note that the values of I.A. md 1.F.

From the earliest descriptions of Golgi-impregnations of for the primate 1.0. cell were within the range of those pre-
the mammalian inferior olivary complex 113, 22, 35. 501. the sented in Table 2 herein). Thus, we cannot support the idea
cells of this nucleus were recognized as some of the more of an evolutionary trend in the direction of more compact
unique in the central nervous system. According to the initial dendritic trees, and only with a reexamination of data from
dendroarchitectonic classification scheme of Ramon- several diverse species with measurements made in three-

* Moliner 136]. 1.0. cells have the characteristics of 'radiate' dimensions could an accurate estimate of the diversity in
cells spanning the range of simple 'radiate' to 'radiate-wavy' dendritic tree volume be made.
through a transitional 'intermediate radiate-wavy' form, Finally, not only does there appear to be cyto- and den-
corresponding to our type i. Ila and lib cells respectively. In droarchitectonic conservation within the I.O.C. across

a"'-
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s.pecies. but the distribution of the cell types within the three observation has implications for our understanding of
puniar% subdivisions of the inferior olive appears similar be- neuronal development. It could he that there is a very re-
t vcen specie,,. The Schcihels 1421 noted that. in cat and hui- stricted gene expression for dendritic length such that there
mmn. cells similar to those which wr call the type I cell were exist only several distinct types of neuron (e.g.. neurons with
in greatest abundance in the MAO. wkhereas neurons similar small dendritic arbors, neurons with large dendritic arbors.
", our ty pc I1 cells populhted the PO and DAO. A similar etc.)
di tribtil0,i of cell ty pe, acl'oss the guinea pig interior oli- k f) in 111fi,, Olive
.y \.r comples " as noted in our material lIableI H.

From the metrical parameters for the dendritic arbors of
b(h\ .St tli(i type I and type 11 cells, our results indicate that there is little

difference in total dendritic length. area or volume across
Classicalls., neuronal typology based on dendritic arbori- cell types. This suggests that all inferior olive cells are pro-

/ation has been largely subjective, relying on experience and grammed to p-oduce similar amounts of dendritic and soma-
perceptions of cellular geometry. The early attempts to Sholl tic membrane. If so. what factors contribute to the varied
1441 and others to provide quantitative descriptors of cell dendroarchitectonics of inferior olive neurons'? While we can
type have been supplemented recently by analytical meas- only speculate on the final determinants of form. clearly sev-
ures derived from very accurate quantitation oft a cell's eral variables have to be considered, including devel-
three-dimensional attributes, a result of advances in opmenta! factors and the influences of intercellular relation-
computer-assisted microscopy. We have employed quan- ships (i.e., cell-to-cell; afferent axons; efferent organization).
titative measurements of inferior olive cells and have found Developmentally, in species examined to date. neurons of
that several measures were quite helpful in substantiating the three subdivisions differentiate at various times and mi-
our pre,, iously subjective neuronal classification, grate to their final positions in two streams of'cells 12. 12. 29.

Procedures from two laboratory groups were adopted for 391. With differential birth dates and migration patterns, the
the present study. The first were those of Yelnick. Percheron developmental factors could be as simple as cells being de-
and colleagues 155-581. who used three generic measures of rived from separate precursor cells or. if derived from the
dcndritic form (topologic. geometric. and metric) together same precursor cells, as complex as interactions between the

d.kith a statistical analysis of the shape and size of the dendri- timing of cell migration and exogenous factors. The exoge-
,.? tic arbor (principal component analysis). The other proce- nous factors could include afferent innervation, efferent
01i dure ,as that of Glaser and colleagues 1161. who have exam- targets. nuclear boundaries and cell-cell relations (i.e..

ined the dendritic trees of cortical neurons in terms of polar aggregate assemblies of neurons coupled through gap june-
and trumpet histograms lanalyses which proved to be of little tions and synaptic glomeruli).
assistance for cells in a nuclear configuration). While the The boundaries of the nucleus are obeyed by the den-
principal component analysis and several topologic. drites of 1.0. neurons resulting in a 'closed nucleus' 1281.
geometric, and metrical parameters provided no criteria for The confines of the nucleus result in some cells displaying
distinguishing 1.0. cell types, one topological parameter dendritic fields on only one side of the cell. and other pecul-
(branching index. B.I.). one geometrical parameter (index of iar geometries. The peculiar geometries are most evident in
tortuosity. I.T.). and a metrical parameter (the measure of the type II cells, but type I cells also display alteration of
dendritic arbor volume-V.D.E.) were very useful in statisti- dendritic trajectory at the nuclear boundaries. Since the den-
cally defining cell types. Thus. while several metric and drites of surrounding 'reticular' cells cross the boundaries
geometric descriptors only demonstrated similarities among of the inferior olivary complex, whereas those of inferior
inferior olive cells, other measures of form supported our olive cells do not, the factors constraining dendritic spread
subjective, differential typology of the cells, must be asymmetrical operating on inferior olivary but not

I-or statistical descriptions of dendroarchitecture to be extrinsic neurons. The nature of such bum nda-tYfii ctor% is un-
N; generally useful in neuroanatomical studies, the statistics known but must constitute an important determinant in final

should provide numeric descriptors that can be used for form.
nompari:,)r across 'tudies and for comparisons between A role (or intercellular determinants of form is suggested

* cells from other brain regions or other species. In this regard, by the existence of neuronal aggregate organization in the
an examination of the few studies which provide quantitative inferior olivary complex. Inferior olive cellular aggregates
parameters for the dendritic arbors of several cells lends were demonstrated by Lucifer-yellow dye-coupling 141 and
support to the validity of statistical dendroarchitectonic supported by the existence of gap junction contacts between
studies. Thus. the analysis of the dendritic arbor of an in- cells 14. 17. 19. 40. 461. In this regard, membrane differ-
ferior olive cell from a primate 1571 illustrates the similarity entiations. such as gap junctions, may require precise cell-
of inferior olive cells across species. Additionally, from the to-cell relations. Hence, the number of gap junctions per
extant quantitative descriptions of central nervous system dendrite and their position might influence form. For exam-
neurons in mammals, a surprising observation arises. That pie. if a type I cell requires only a few gap junctions whereas
is. the longest dendrite and total dendritic lengths are similar a type II requires multiple contacts. dendritic geometry
for various 'radiate' neurons from a variety of brain regions. could be determined by the dendritic trajectories necessary
For example, the total dendritic lengths of an inferior olive to establish few or multiple contacts. Finally, the synaptic
cell (this study. a cerebral cortical stellate cell 1301, a sub- glomeruli of the inferior olive 1201 represent another type of
thalamic neuron 118.551 and cerebellar Purkinje cells [8.251 intercellular relation requiring precise dendritic localization.
are approximately similar. In contrast, large 'radiate' If nuclear boundaries and intercellular relations are form
neurons, such as pallidal neurons 1561 and spinal cord determinants, an examination of inferior olive cells during
neurons 110.431. have much greater total dendritic lengths. development and/or in dissociated cell cultures might pro-
[he apparent difference among cells with similar dendritic vide useful insights into the relative contribution of'these two
length statistics is the geometry of the dendritic arbor. This factors.
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A final exogenous factor which could influence dendritic illustrated at five or six neuron aggregate. The anatomical and
- form is the afferent and efferent organization of the nucleus,. neurophysiological relationship of the aggregate organization

We have described three axon types with distribution pat- to the afferent and efferent connectional characteristics of
terns into all three subdivisions: two of the types are similar each 1.0. subdivision is open to study. Whether all inferior
to early descriptions 135,421 of inferior olive afferents. olive neurons participate in cellular aggregates is unknown.
Whether any one of these influence dendritic arbor forma- Of considerable importance to the understanding of in-
lion is unknown. However, based on the apparent heteroge- ferior olive integrative neurophysiology was the previous
neous distribution of axon types across the inferior olivary finding 141 that presumed stimulation of afferent axons
complex. it has been argued 142j that afferents have a damped or completely shut-off an inferior olive cells oscilla-
minimum role in form determination. There remains, how- tory behavior. The present study described three axonal
ever. the distinct possibility that one afferent axon type types which innervate the inferior olivary complex and simi-
makes contact with only one inferior olive cell type, thereby lar afferent types have also been seen in the I.O.C. of other

-O pro, iding a substrate tor form determination. In the absence mammals [35,411. At issue is the anatomical substrate of the
of a detailed, three-dimensional reconstruction of axoden- physiological damping. The large beaded axon and the axon
dritic relations for the inferior olive cell types, afferent with multiple chaliciform terminal arbors were reminiscent
axonal arbors must remain only a possible factor in the deft- of monoaminergic axons described in a multitude of his-

21, 45. 48. 52-541). Based on the recent electrophysiological

.\eoro,011 /ilt?,,au -a I (>orr/au.s of I rior Olive' evidence of Llinis and Yarom 1271 and the results of experi-
ments utilizing a monomaine oxidase inhibitor 126.311. axon
types that are serotonin- or dopamine-containing would be

Oscillatory behavior of inferior olive neurons appeared to excitatory and those containing noradrenalin would be the
be a cellular feature common to all neuronal types in the source of inhibition or damping. Whether excitatory and in-
complex. From the data presented in a preceding paper 141, hibitory monoamines partition into these two anatomically
cells of both type I and type Ii varieties were observed to distinct axon types is unknown. The source and neurochem-

O display calcium -dependent oscillations of their membrane ical identity of the third type of axon telodendria in the 1.0..
potential. Lucifer yellow dye-coupling between cells of both the bush-type arbor, are also unknown. Since a wide range of
types was also observed, together with the anatomical sub- brainstem and spinal cord structures project to the inferior
strate for dye-coupling and electrotonic neurotransmission. olivary complex (e.g., 111). the bush-type arbors may arise
the gap junction. Other data demonstrated that, in some in- from a host of sources. Indeed, it is apparent that non-
stances, more than one cell was labelled by dye-coupling, monoaminergic sources, such as spinal cord afferents. are
suggesting that an aggregate assembly of several inferior excitatory to the 1.0. [31. The careful definition of sources of
olive neurons might form a functional unit. The anatomical afferent axonal types as a function of whether they either
data from the present study together with previoisly pub- excite inferior olive cells into spiking rhythmically or inhibit
lished observations on the cat I.O.C. (Figs. 14 and 15 in 1411) endogenous rhythmic activity is crucial to the understanding
are entirely consistent with the idea that the inferior olivary of inferior olive information processing.
complex is organized into cellular aggregates which can be-
have much like an electrical syncytium. An aggregate as- ACKNOWt.EDGEMENTS
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